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Abstract. Traditional reliable multicast protocols depend on assumptions about
flow control and reliability mechanisms, and they suffer from a kind of
interference between these mechanisms. This in turn affects the overall
performance, throughput and scalability of group applications utilizing these
protocols. However, there exists a substantial class of distributed applications
for which the throughput stability guarantee is indispensable. Pbcast protocol is
a new option in scalable reliable multicast protocols that offers throughput
stability, scalability and a bimodal delivery guarantee as the key features. In this
paper, we focus on the throughput stability of reliable multicast protocols. We
describe an experimental model developed for Pbcast and virtually synchronous
protocols on a real system. We then give the analysis results of our study.

1 Introduction
Several distributed applications require reliable delivery of messages or data to all
participants. Example applications include electronic stock exchanges, air traffic
control systems, health care systems, and factory automation systems. Multicast is an
efficient communication paradigm and a reliable multicast protocol is the basic
building block of such applications. Communication properties and the degree of
reliability guarantees required by such applications differ from one setting to another.
Thus, reliable multicast protocols can be broadly divided into two classes, based on
the reliability guarantees they provide. One class of protocols offers strong reliability
guarantees such as atomicity, delivery ordering, virtual synchrony, real-time support,
security properties and network-partitioning support. The other class offers support
for best-effort reliability in large-scale settings.
For large-scale applications such as Internet media distribution, electronic stock
exchange and distribution of radar and flight track data in air traffic control systems,
the throughput stability guarantee is extremely important. This property entails the
steady delivery of multicast data stream to correct destinations. For instance, Internet
media distribution applications, that transmit media such as TV and radio, or
teleconferencing data over the Internet, disseminate media with a steady rate. An
important requirement is the steady delivery of media to all correct participants in
*
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spite of possible failures in the system. Another application group is electronic stock
exchange and trading environments like the Swiss Exchange Trading System (SWX)
[1]. Similarly, such applications use multicast communication protocols to
disseminate trading information to all participants at the same time and with minimal
delay. Throughput instability problem applies to both classes of reliable multicast
protocols that we mentioned.
In this study, we focus on a new option in reliable multicast protocols. We call this
protocol Bimodal Multicast, or Pbcast (probabilistic multicast) for short [2]. Pbcast
offers throughput stability, scalability and a bimodal delivery guarantee. The protocol
is based on an epidemic loss recovery mechanism. It exhibits stable throughput under
failure scenarios that are common on real large-scale networks. In contrast, this kind
of behavior can cause other reliable multicast protocols to exhibit unstable
throughput.
In this study, we develop an experimental model for Pbcast protocol and virtually
synchronous reliable multicast protocols offering strong reliability guarantees. We
construct several group communication applications using these protocols on a real
system. The aim is to investigate protocol properties, especially the throughput
stability and scalability guarantees, in practice. The work has been performed on the
IBM SP2 Supercomputer of Cornell Theory Center that offers an isolated network
behavior. We use emulation methods to model process and link failures. Ensemble
system has been ported on SP2, and a detailed analysis study of Pbcast protocol and
its comparison with Ensemble’s virtual synchrony protocols has been accomplished.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes reliability properties offered
by two broad classes of multicast protocols, and Pbcast protocol. In section 3, we
describe the throughput stability requirement and causes of the instability problem.
Section 4 presents our experimental model and settings. Section 5 includes analysis
and results of the study. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Reliability Properties of Multicast Protocols
Reliability guarantees provided by multicast protocols split them into two broad
classes: Strong reliability and best-effort reliability. There is a great deal of work on
communication tools offering protocols with strong reliability guarantees. Example
systems include Isis [3,4], Horus [5,6], Totem [7], Transis [8] and Ensemble [9]. The
other class of protocols offers support for best-effort reliability in large-scale settings.
Example systems are Internet Muse protocol for network news distribution [10], the
Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) protocol [11], the Pragmatic General Multicast
(PGM) protocol [12], and the Reliable Message Transfer Protocol (RMTP) [13,14]. A
new option in the spectrum of reliable multicast protocols is the Pbcast protocol [2].
We now describe basic properties offered by these multicast protocols.
Among the key properties provided as strong reliability guarantees are atomicity,
ordered message delivery, real-time support and virtual synchrony. Atomicity means
that a multicast message is either received by all destinations that do not fail or by
none of them. Atomicity, which is also called all-or-nothing delivery, is a useful
property, because a process that delivers an atomic multicast knows that all the

operational destinations will also deliver the same message. This guarantees
consistency with the actions taken by group members [15]. Some applications also
require ordered message delivery. Ordered multicast protocols ensure that the order of
messages delivered is the same on each operational destination. Different forms of
ordering are possible such as FIFO, causal and total ordering. The strongest form
among these is the total order guarantee that ensures that multicast messages reach all
of the members in the same order [16]. Distributed real-time and control applications
need real-time support in reliable multicast protocols. In these systems, multicast
messages must be delivered at each destination by their deadlines. The virtual
synchrony model [17] was introduced in the Isis system. In addition to message
ordering, this model guarantees that membership changes are observed in the same
order by all the members of a group. In addition, membership changes are totally
ordered with respect to all regular messages. The model ensures that failures do not
cause incomplete delivery of multicast messages. If two group members proceed from
one view of membership to the next, they deliver the same set of messages in the first
view. The virtual synchrony model has been adopted by various group
communication systems. Examples include Transis [8], and Totem [7].
The other category includes scalable reliable multicast protocols that focus on besteffort reliability in large-scale systems. Basic properties offered are: best-effort
delivery, scalability as the number of participants increases, minimal delivery latency
of multicast messages. This class of protocols overcomes message loss and failures,
but they do not guarantee end-to-end reliability. For instance, group members may not
have a consistent knowledge of group membership, or a member may leave the group
without informing the others.
Pbcast, which is a new option in reliable multicast protocols, is constructed using a
novel gossip based transport layer. The transport layer employs random behavior to
overcome scalability and stability problems. Higher level mechanisms implementing
stronger protocol properties such as message ordering and security can be layered
over the gossip mechanisms. In this paper, we do not go into details of the protocol.
Detailed information on Pbcast is given in [2]. The protocol has the following
properties:
Bimodal delivery: The atomicity property of Pbcast has a slightly different
meaning than the traditional ‘all-or-nothing’ guarantee offered by reliable multicast
protocols. Atomicity is in the form of ‘almost all or almost none’, which is called
bimodal delivery guarantee.
Message ordering: Each participant in the group delivers Pbcast messages in FIFO
order. In other words, multicasts originated from a sender are delivered by each
member in the order of generation. As mentioned in [18], stronger forms of ordering
like total order can be provided by the protocol. [19] includes a similar protocol
providing total ordering.
Scalability: As the network and group size increase, overheads of the protocol
remain almost constant or grow slowly compared to other reliable multicast protocols.
In addition, throughput variation grows slowly with the log of the group size.
Throughput stability: Throughput variation observed at the participants of a group
is low when compared to multicast rates. This leads to steady delivery of multicast
messages at the correct processes.

Multicast stability detection: Pbcast protocol detects the stability of multicast
messages. This means that the bimodal delivery guarantee has been achieved. If a
message is detected as stable, it can be safely garbage collected. If needed, the
application can be informed as well. Although some reliable multicast protocols like
SRM do not provide stability detection, virtual synchrony protocols like the ones
offered in Ensemble communication toolkit include stability detection mechanisms.
Loss detection: Because of process and link failures, there is a small probability
that some multicast messages will not be delivered by some processes. The message
loss is common at faulty processes. If such an event occurs, processes that do not
receive a message are informed via an up-call.

3 Throughput Stability
For large-scale distributed applications that motivate our work, the throughput
stability guarantee is extremely important. This property entails the steady delivery of
multicast data stream to correct destinations.
Traditional reliable multicast protocols depend on assumptions about response
delay, failure detection and flow control mechanisms. Low-probability events caused
by these mechanisms, such as random delay fluctuations in the form of scheduling or
paging delays, emerge as an obstacle to scalability in reliable multicast protocols. For
example, in a virtual synchrony reliability model, a less responsive member exposing
such events can impact the throughput of the other healthy members in the group. The
reason is as follows. For the reliability purposes, such a protocol requires the sender
to buffer messages until all members acknowledge receipt. Since the perturbed
member is less responsive, the flow control mechanism begins to limit the
transmission bandwidth of the sender. This in turn affects the overall performance and
throughput of the multicast group. In effect, these protocols suffer from a kind of
interference between reliability and flow control mechanisms. Moreover, as the
system size is scaled up, the frequency of these events rises, and this situation can
cause unstable throughput.
An observation on the throughput instability problem of reliable multicast
protocols offering strong reliability is mentioned in the Swiss Exchange Trading
System (SWX) [1]. SWX developers observed some shortcomings that they attribute
to the multicast protocols (and strong reliability guarantees) provided by Isis. For
instance, one slow client could affect the entire system, especially under peak load.
Also, multicast throughput was found to degrade linearly as the number of clients
increased.
Throughput instability problem does not only apply to the traditional protocols
using virtually synchronous reliability model. Scalable protocols based on best-effort
reliability exhibit the same problem. As an example, recent studies [20,21] have
shown that, for the SRM protocol, random packet loss can trigger high rates of
request and retransmission messages. In addition, this overhead grows with the size of
the system.

4 Experimental Model
A theoretical analysis of Pbcast is given in [2]. A simulation model and analysis of
the protocol, and also its comparison with a best-effort protocol are discussed in [22].
In this paper, we describe our experimental study for the protocol and Ensemble’s
virtually synchronous protocols. The main focus is to investigate and analyze protocol
properties, giving attention to stability and scalability, in practice.
The experimental work has been performed on the SP2 system of Cornell Theory
Center that offers an isolated network behavior. SP2 consists of nodes connected by
an ethernet and a switch. A node is a processor with associated memory and disk.
Cornell Theory Center’s SP2 system has total 160 nodes that share data via message
passing over a high performance two-level cross bar switch.
In this work, as shown in fig. 1, Ensemble group communication system has been
ported on SP2, and many process group applications utilizing Pbcast and Ensemble’s
traditional reliable multicast protocols have been designed. Emulation methods have
been used to model process and link failures. A detailed experimental study and
analysis of Pbcast, and also its comparison with Ensemble’s reliable multicast
protocols has been accomplished.
Our interest is in the performance of the
protocols in the case of soft process
failures. We emulate a process failure, such
as a slow or overloaded member, by
Reliable multicast protocol
forcing the process to sleep with varied
(Ensemble’s vsync
probabilities. We call a group member
protocols vs. Pbcast)
subject to such a failure as ‘perturbed’, and
the probability of failure that impacts the
process as ‘perturb rate’. We have
SP2 system
constructed process group applications on
Ensemble toolkit for various group sizes
starting from 8-member case up to 128Fig. 1. Block diagram of the model
member process groups. There exists one
sender process that disseminates 200
multicast messages per second to the group participants. During the execution of
group application, some members were perturbed, that is forced to sleep during 100
millisecond intervals with varied perturb rates. First, we designed experiments so that
one member is perturbed for various group sizes. Then, we increased the percentage
of perturbed members up to 25% of the group size. In other words, we arranged the
application so that, one or more group members would occasionally pause, allowing
incoming buffers to fill and eventually overflow, but then resume computing and
communication before the background failure detection used by the system have
detected the situation. This behavior is common in the real world, where multicast
applications often share platforms with other applications.
Process group application

5 Analysis and Results
Based on the results of process group executions described above, we first examine
the throughput behavior of Ensemble’s virtually synchronous protocols. We then
focus on the throughput behavior of Pbcast and also protocol overhead associated
with soft failure recovery. During our experiments, we varied a number of operating
parameters. These are; n: size of process group (8 to 128), f: number of perturbed
processes (1 to n/4), p: degree of perturbation (0.1 to 0.9).
5.1 Throughput Behavior of Virtually Synchronous Protocols
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In this part, process group applications utilize Ensemble’s traditional and scalable
multicast protocols based on virtual synchrony reliability model. We investigate and
analyze the throughput behavior of these protocols. We varied operating parameters n,
f and p. We measure throughput at the unperturbed or correct group members. The
data points in the analysis correspond to values measured during 500 millisecond
intervals. Fig. 2 shows some analysis results for 32 and 96-member process groups.
Graphs show the superimposed data for cases f=1 and f=n/4. We see that even a
single perturbed group member impacts the throughput of unperturbed members
negatively. The problem becomes worse as the group size (n), percentage of perturbed
members (f), and perturb rate (p) grow. If we focus on the data points for a single
perturb rate, we see that the number of perturbed members affects the throughput
degradation. For instance, in fig. 2, for a 96-member group when the perturb rate is
0.1, the throughput on non-perturbed members for the scalable Ensemble multicast
protocol is about 90 messages/second when there is one perturbed member in the
group. The throughput for the same protocol decreases to about 50 messages/second
when the number of perturbed members is increased to 24. The same observation is
valid for the traditional Ensemble multicast protocol. Among the two protocols, the
traditional Ensemble multicast protocol shows the worst throughput behavior.
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Fig. 2. Throughput performance of Ensemble’s reliable multicast protocols
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Fig. 3. Throughput behavior as a function of group size

5.2 Throughput Behavior of Pbcast Protocol
In this part, process group applications utilize Pbcast protocol. We investigate the
scalability and stability properties of Pbcast. We mainly focus on the following
analysis cases:
a) Throughput as a function of perturb rate for various group sizes
b) Throughput as a function of proportion of perturbed members
c) Protocol overhead associated with soft failure recovery as a function of group
size.
We varied operating parameters n, f and p. We measure throughput at the unperturbed
or correct group members. The data points in the analysis correspond to values
measured during 500 millisecond intervals. Since the throughput was steady, we also
computed the variance of these data points. Fig. 4 shows variation of throughput
measured at a typical receiver as the perturb rate and group size increase. The group
size is 8 and 128 respectively. These sample results are for the experiments where
f=n/4. We can conclude that as we scale a process group, throughput can be
maintained even if we perturb some group members. The throughput behavior
remains stable as we scale the process group size even with high rates of failures.
During these runs no message loss at all was observed at unperturbed members. On
the other hand, the variance does grow as a function of group size. Fig. 5 shows
throughput variance as group size increases. Although the scale of our experiments
was insufficient to test the log-growth predictions of computational results for Pbcast
[2], the data is consistent with those predictions. As we saw in the previous section,
the same conditions provoke degraded throughput for traditional virtually
synchronous protocols.
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In the case of virtually
synchronous protocols, a perturbed process is particularly difficult to manage. Since
the process is sending and receiving messages, it is not considered to have failed. But,
it is slow and may experience high message loss rates, especially in the case of buffer
overflows. The sender and correct receivers keep copies of unacknowledged messages
until all members deliver them. It causes available buffer spaces to fill up quickly, and
activates background flow control mechanisms. Setting failure detection parameters
more aggressively has been proposed as a solution [1]. But, doing so increases the
risk of erroneous failure detection approximately as the square of the group size in the
worst-case. Because, all group members monitor one another and every member can
mistakenly classify all the other (n-1) members as faulty where n is the group size.
Then, the whole group has n*(n-1) chances to make a mistake during failure
detection. Since the failure detection parameters are set aggressively in such an
approach, it is more likely that randomized events such as paging and scheduling
delays will be interpreted as a member’s crash. As group size increases, failure
standard deviation of pbcast throughput

50
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detection accuracy becomes a significant problem. Most success scenarios with
virtual synchrony use fairly small groups, sometimes structured hierarchically. In
addition, the largest systems have performance demands that are typically limited to
short bursts of multicast.
In this study, we analyzed protocol overhead associated with soft failure recovery,
as well. For this purpose, retransmission behavior at a correct member was
investigated. Fig. 6 shows overhead as perturb rate increases, for 8 and 128-member
groups, respectively. For these graphs f=n/4, and each region in the graphs illustrates
data points measured during 500 msec intervals for a certain perturb rate. For
instance, the first region contains data points for p=0.1, second one is for p=0.2, and
so on. Fig. 7.a superimposes the data for n= 8, 16, 64 and 128, and shows the
percentage of messages retransmitted as p increases for various n.
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Fig. 6. Pbcast overhead associated with soft failure recovery

For these experiments, we also compute the theoretical worst-case bounds for
retransmission behavior at a correct member (fig. 7.b). Assume r is the number of
multicast data messages per second disseminated to the group by the sender, and p is
the perturb rate. In every 100 msec (which is the duration of a gossip round in the
experiments), at most ((r/10)*p) messages are missed by a faulty member, and a
correct member gossips to two randomly selected group members. In the worst-case,
if these two members are faulty and they lack all ((r/10)*p) data messages, they
request retransmissions of these messages from the correct member. Then, the correct
member retransmits at most 2*((r/10)*p) = (r*p)/5 messages in every 100 msec. In
our experiments, we measured data points during 500 msec intervals, and computed
the percentage of retransmitted messages to the multicast data messages disseminated
by the sender during each interval. If we compute theoretical values for 500 msec
intervals, the correct member retransmits at most 5*(r*p)/5 = r*p messages, and the
sender disseminates r/2 messages during every 500 msec interval. Then, the bound for
the percentage of retransmitted messages would be (r*p)/(r/2) = 2*p in the worst-case.
Fig. 7.b shows the computed theoretical worst-case bounds. Note that, our
experimental results are below the theoretical bound, and the results confirm that
overhead on the correct processes is bounded as the size of process group increases.

As the group size increases, we observed an increase in the percentage of
retransmitted messages. We believe, this is mainly due to the increase in the number
of perturbed members with the group size. Because, in these experiments, number of
perturbed members equals 25% of the group size (f = n/4).
Pbcast background overhead: perturbed process percentage (25%)

Pbcast background overhead: theoretical worst-case bounds
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Fig. 7. Percentage of message retransmissions as a function of p. a) Experimental results, b)
Theoretical worst-case bounds

6 Conclusion
Our study yields some general conclusion about the behavior of basic Pbcast and
virtually synchronous multicast protocols. In the first part of the study, we focused on
the virtually synchronous Ensemble multicast protocols in the case of soft process
failures. We showed that even a single perturbed group member impacts the
throughput of unperturbed members negatively. On the other hand, Pbcast achieves
the ideal throughput rate even with high percentage of perturbed members. In the
second part of the study, we focused on the performance of Pbcast in the case of soft
process failures. We showed that the throughput behavior of Pbcast remains stable as
we scale the process group size even with high rates of failures. Furthermore, our
results confirm that overhead on the correct processes is bounded as the size of
process group increases.
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